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Starhawk for your PS3 System is the successor of Warhawk series which is to be released in early
2012. The game is set in such a colony called the Frontier. It is the story of two human races -
Rifters and Outcasts. The Rifters mine for the rift energy. Whereas, the Outcasts protect the rift
energy, and can even kill those who attempt to harvest it. The Game Features are being discussed
below:

â€¢	It uses the 'Online Community' features to stay updated with android application and community
events calendar.

â€¢	It allows its users to play the role of Emmett Graves in 'Single Player Campaigns' battles, and fight
against the outcasts and other enemies headed to capture your homeland.But in Warhawk, it was
not possible and lacked the feature of sinsle player.

â€¢	You can also enjoy the 'Multiple Player Battles' with many as 32 players, take on your enemies in
vast battlefields and customize the characters and vehicles according to your requirements in
Starhawk PS3 Game for Season 2012. Also customize the war zone via the 'Build & Battle System',
with defense structures, bunkers etc. Wrest advantage in a battle by choosing any weapon from the
arsenal.

â€¢	Play 'Air & Land Battles', select from an arsenal of weapons and use it combats on ground using
vehicles, and in air, with jets.

â€¢	Invite your friends, using the offline and online 'Co-op Modes', and battle against your enemies.

Starhawk is a story based in the future, when humans started to colonize other planets. The
protagonist Emmett Graves is the hero of this game. The society detests Graves who chose to
become a hired gunslinger on receiving heavy dose of rift energy. The rift energy corrupted him on
exposure, though he is still able to retain considerable human traits. The society starts to detest
Graves since his corruption on exposure to the rift energy. However, he is still able to remain
considerably humane. The gamers can play the role of Graves, who goes back to his home in White
Sands on planet Dust. There, he faces a bizarre outlaw and his band of outcasts, and finds that his
mission means a lot more to him. His attachment is more intense than he could have ever
anticipated. In Starhawk PS3 Game for Season 2012, he takes an important decision of protecting
his family and the development team has done a great job to give the  players a pragmatic sense of
actually being in a battleground. The state-of-the-art visual technologies, pulsating characters and
atmosphere, combined with dynamic lighting effects, makes it somewhat different and special from
other action games. Starhawk also provides a powerful online mode, where players can battle head
to head in 32 player matches. The gameplay includes up to 4 players in online and offline
cooperative play, and split screen gameplay within multiplayer and  co-op modes against an endless
attack of enemies.Besides, Starhawk utilizes a host of online community features that allow players
to stay connected all the time. Players can seek clan support with supplementary friend lists and
instant match options. The title of the game gives the impression of similarity with Warhawk.
Starhawk PS3 Game for Season 2012 reminds us of the universe visualized in Joss Whedon's TV
series - Firefly. The "Build and Battle" system is far better and an answer to the stationary-path
based traditional shooter campaigns that help players to build customized support structures. â€œUplink
systemâ€• is a plus point, and allows players to set parameters like tournament start and end times,
rewards, and sign-up period.
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Maria Jones - About Author:
Starhawk is the most promising games of 2012 and would be at heights. If you consider Warhawk
as a success, then Starhawk is certainly poised for greater triumph! For more information, Go to
Gear up for a Starhawk - PS3 Game 2012.
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